it me. That gives one a sense of duty—strengthens one
a little again. Yes, I am brave and since I have undertaken
this life, and made it so difficult for myself, then I must
see it through. Enough I It is the small tragedies which
make one faint-hearted, the silly little things which seem
to affect us mortals as though they were the blows of
destiny. It is the toothache which one cannot have
attended to because it would cost money; the worn-out
soles of one's shoes that never go to the cobbler because
one only possesses one pair: the lining of one's coat—
torn, mended, torn, mended—and finally ripped out
altogether. The seams that give way, the sleeves that
wear thin, the frayed fingers of one's gloves, the empty
ink-bottle, the soap which has to be used sparingly. It is
a miserable day to-day—a north wind, snow mixed with
rain. A hopeless melody is whistling through the triangle.
It is worse to be cold than to be hungry. I can testify-to
that from my own experience. Sometimes I wonder:
whatever sort of child will it be that is developing under
such conditions, under such strivings—deprivation,
perplexity, weariness and torment ? Will it be a poor,
weakly, sickly creature, in whom all the bitterness that
I endeavour to overcome has concentrated ? That would
be dreadful. That would be the worst of all. And then
again I picture my child in the flame of the candle, on the
wooden walls, of my box: a boy with deep, strong eyes,
large and full of strength and courage/an iron creature, a
giant. Have you heard anything of Ambrosius?
By the way, may I announce the cheerful news that
Mathilde has established her femininity and has set up
her nursery in an old slipper ? She is suckling six rosy,
minute little mouselings, and she looks at me confidingly
and trustingly. God help me to find you enough nourish-
ment for your six children, little comrade and sister.
aw.
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